
 
 
 
What is best –loose leaf tea or tea in a pouch? 
 

  

    
 
Well that depends on… 
if you are after superior tea quality or more into convenience. 
 
The finest quality loose leaf teas will never end up in a tea pouch.  
Not even the most fancy and spacious pouches. That does not mean that you cannot have a 
great cup of tea made from tea in a pouch. The modern, often biodegradeable pouches, are 
designed to be able to hold larger tea leaves, fruit pieces, herbs and spices and has ample 
room for the ingredients to expand in water.  
 
A tea in a tea bag (made out of paper) is generally of very inferior quality which influence 
both the aroma, taste, the overall experience as well as the health benefits. The paper bags 
are designed to be mass produced and the cost of the tea / gram must be kept low to meet 
the overall budget for this type of product. The teas in simple bags are harvested by 



machines and are made of fannings and dust, ie the smallest particles that can be found 
when the tea leaves have been sieved and sorted into different full leaf and broken leaf 
grades. When lower tea grades are flavored its generally done with inferior quality aromas. 
 
So to sum up pros and cons for loose leaf teas and teas in high quality tea pouches: 
 
Loose Leaf     High quality tea pouches 
Lower cost / gr Costly / gr because you always pay for the 

packaging as well as for the tea 
Highest quality    Good quality 
Requires knowledge on how to steep, Convenient, especially when you are on the 
and the correct tea utensils move or you run a busy café.  
You can enjoy the finest seasonal grades Often available in popular, creative blends 
 
 

  
 
 
 
You are welcome to contact me for more information on tea and utensils for your business, 
private label teas, Tea Sommelier Courses and more,  catrin@teamasters.se 
 
 


